Hello People and welcome again to your Newsletter.

Once again we look forward with anticipation to what is occurring within our world and as expected I am armed with information for you to all absorb with what is occurring and more importantly what’s coming that affects us. There is news within this episode of the newsletter of this year’s Brian Bolland Experimental Balloon and Airship meet and also some breaking news regarding a possible new category for hoppers which is emerging. With thanks to Chris Dunkley, we have an appreciation of the Skyhopper and its vices and virtues.

Another new hopper sale announced with a Cameron O-31 heading to Belgium for Bart Geeraerts. Bart had been looking for the Serbian Ultramagic H-31 that was for sale (and now relisted) but decided that the new Cameron lightweight is too good to miss out on.
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Longest houred hopper has a new leader.
“Mini Wasp” as Bart calls her is due for delivery in the spring and I believe I’m right that this is the fourth O-31 Super lightweight to be sold since October which is very pleasing to see. All we need to do now is persuade Bart to bring her to the annual OMM in October in the UK.

Subsequently to writing the above introduction, the shock death of my good friend Les Hancock who was my ever present crew buddy at the annual One Man Meets, has saddened me and so this February edition has turned into a joint Feb / March issue. Les who was 61 was the fittest nicest person you could ever know; he was regularly walking 20 plus miles a weekend, thought nothing of going on big cycle rides, and had no ounce of fat on his body. Suddenly suffering from a heart attack, this generous man has been cruelly taken from us all, and all who knew him will not be saddened by his untimely passing. Condolences to all of his family and his partner Jean.

For me, Les was the brother I never had. Sadly taken early, He will be missed, and an essential part of my team is now missing. RIP Les (1954-2015).
1. Ed-Speak – American Plans (and a grand idea- that failed).

Last year after some considerable break, Brian Bolland decided that the time was right to have another Experimental Balloon and Airship meet, and it turned out to be a great success by all those who attended. Having watched from the sidelines, I thought this event reminded me of the XLTA 5 meet I went to in 2009. A few weeks ago this event was confirmed for 2015 so I thought I would try to attend, eventually teaming up with an old English school buddy who is flying to Boston from Houston to meet up with me and partake in the weekend. Once it was decided that I would go, I contacted Cameron Balloons both in the UK and the USA to see if they fancied the new game changer O-31 taken to the event so that the American builder could publicise the new product with me testing the portability claim of the ultralight hopper with G-CIJJ being taken as oversized luggage to the event by myself, for Cameron US to demonstrate. Naturally, as I was already going, all they would have to do, besides trust me with the new balloon, was to pay the excess luggage fees, and I thought a good story would go with this. Unfortunately it was not to be, as it transpires that whilst both parties were keen to do this, in the USA, Cameron balloons have an outstanding law suit that precludes me taking it in case it is seized upon entry. They felt that the risk wasn’t worth taking and so this idea has been scrubbed. This is a real shame as I’m sure the interest in seeing the new product would have been immense. Ah well you can only offer! Suffice to say I am looking forward to meeting friends old and new at the event and enjoying the appreciation of everything that can be done within the “Experimental” category which with a bit of luck we may be achieving shortly here in the UK.

Steve Roake

2. Essential Extra’s / Tech Talk- Instrument pods.

Bart Geeraerts asked recently on the Facebook page, how do people mount their Flytec instruments when flying the hopper? Back in an earlier edition of the newsletter I posted a homemade instrument pod that clips to my seat unit and sits on your lap (see below).
Just about to make the mark 2 version to include my Ipad mini with moving map technology. Andy Austin also had in a previous newsletter a bag designed for the hang gliding community which he uses. However recently Barb Smith posted on the Facebook page her solution to the problem. With Barb’s solution you have a bag that zips open to reveal the instruments which are individually attached to the central strap. This way you know they won’t detach during the flight and come the time to land you can simply zip up the bag to protect them from any impact damage. As you can see there are many ways of overcoming the inefficiency of having to tie each instrument to the seat unit once the inflation is completed and all save time and wasted fuel.

There is also a U tube video of a French pilot flying his hopper who has simply attached his flight bag to one side of the seat unit and he hand picks the instruments that he needs as and when required.
The Barb Smith solution to mounting your instruments on your hopper

3. The Features Section

I am delighted to receive a submission from Chris Dunkley that I’ve been after for a while. Here in his own words is his appreciation of the Cameron Skyhopper. If you have any inclination towards getting one of these, his advice, tips and knowledge refined over years of using them and maintaining them is invaluable. So please enjoy.
Something for the weekend sir? - Cameron Skyhopper, the gentleman’s tipple.-by Chris Dunkley

Now pardon me for I nearly started this as an almost nifty swiftly debunkle of the original Cameron Skyhopper but after a bit of thought and consideration that is really not the case at all, in fact it’s an almost ‘what, if, but’ appraisal. Trouble is I have the memory of disappointment of the first (not sure if was really the first) commercial Cameron H-type balloon but I’m certain someone out there will put me right. The brand new Shell Unleaded H-20, G-BRCO was delivered by Tom Sage out the back of his car to us at The Royal Show on the 4th July 1989. It didn’t capture our hearts. Now although this is about the Skyhopper bottom end rather than the envelope one has to bear in mind the Skyhopper was intended to be sold as a package, as we will discover, so initially we’ll have a quick glance at what may have been the complete concept and the commercial thought behind it.

Up to this point the only hoppers I’d flown were the old Thunder type with the garden swingseat hanging off a
couple of ears with a cylinder bolted on, or was that the other way round, and what was a barely disguised Hot Tom. Well that’s not quite true but looking at it today the burner is basic but I still like it. What you could do with the Thunder hoppers was behave abysmally. The burner was sufficient and the envelope a delight. It roared up and down and even the heartiest of heaves on the ripline wouldn’t stall the parachute. You could make it look very alarming from the ground. They also kept Tony Patey happy as repairs were not uncommon as a result of the small mouth and all this dashing about the sky.

The Skyhopper set-up was a different as could be. For a kick-of there were only three suspension points on the burner ring which had to marry up with three sets of five flying wires of the fifteen gore envelope. We asked Tom why it was built like that and he was vague (even by his standards) but sort of said it was a package! We sort of said it would be difficult to use it with any envelope where the flying wires were not divisible by three! Love all. “Yes,” he said, “It’s designed to be sold as a package not to be used with other envelopes. You clearly don’t get it.” We admitted that we didn’t. Advantage Tom. Future sales clearly proved the point. The mouth was huge as was
the parachute, too huge as it turned out. We took it up on a tether and pulled the red line. The parachute floated about and eventually, try as we may, it didn’t go back and we arrived back on the deck in a large heap followed by the envelope. “You’re not supposed to use the parachute like that!” exclaimed a clearly surprised Tom. Deuce. We tied the centre of the parachute to the crown ring and all was a little bit better.

Hey ho, best remember that then! This also showed up a sort of problem with the seat assembly in that, in my case, with the Thunder Cloudhopper the cylinder crumped into the ground before me taking a fair amount of the impact but the seat of the Skyhopper hung below the cylinder so my arse ended up taking the arrival. The bottom end looked rather dinky and first realisation was that it had a tendency to pinch fingers when it didn’t fold or unfold properly, as in it didn’t fold up properly. So not properly it took up a lot room. The twist
grip was a novel idea but practical? We’d have to see. The burner looked just like a mini-Mark 4 and blow me down it had square coils. Why, Oh why? We didn’t bother asking the knowledgeable Tom. It would have been so much better with a round one, even a slightly rounder one would do. The seat was comfortable enough and with big levers for the pilot light and one that switched the blast valve function between Main and Whisper it was all fine. So the first impression was that, smart as it all looked, it did not inspire confidence if you wanted to do any proper yahooing.

The following day we headed for Silverstone and a very windy tether. It became apparent that the bottom end didn’t do windy tethers and that you had to be extremely careful not to activate the twist grip accidentally. We disconnected it and things improved. A free flight was clearly needed and in fine conditions, I have to
say, it was most enjoyable, a bit of a fag to have to switch between Main and Whisper as the lever was rather stiff but all in all it was sedate and distinctly 'gentleman's' hopping. A few odd flights were made in it in much windier conditions and it was hard work with the handles tending to catch and cause the whole shooting match to rock and roll on drag landings. September came along and we headed off in support of the Autoglass Round Britain Rally but that is another story and I can only say that apart from having a fine old time doing 29 tethers and free flights in eight days we managed to prove that the Skyhopper bottom end and fast landings are not compatible but for putting stars and famous people in on calm days for photo-shoots it is absolutely the best, as long as you disconnect the twist grip!

The bottom end stood the punishment surprisingly well with only the twist grip and cable completely destroyed and the seat and arms rather battered. Actually the arms were and continue to be the downside. I recall being dressed as Father Christmas and having a devil's own job trying to get up a chimney with a sack load of presents as the arms just kept getting in the way and fouling the brickwork but I accept that is probably not what it was designed for.

So getting back to the original point of this, is the Cameron
Skyhopper bottom end any good? Well now it all depends on what you want. The combined burner seat unit sort of folds in half for travelling but does take up rather more room than it ought. There is no need to disconnect the cable from the twist grip to blast valve but you do need to make sure it doesn’t get snagged during handling. There is a lead from the cylinder to the warning buzzer which does need to be un-plugged before removing the cylinder. It isn’t that easy to carry on your own it isn’t that heavy, just awkward and probably, in reality, only slightly heavier than the Colt Cloudhopper bottom end. If you have to carry it out, your trusty retrieve is to hand and the fuel is almost all gone then it is easier to carry it rigged. There is nothing complicated about unfolding it and bolting it to a master cylinder (they use a vapour pilot light) using two M12 bolts, washers and wing nuts but again its just awkward. This really is an awful lot easier with two people and should prevent loss of fingers when it all tries to fold up! There is a modification allowing two cylinders to be used, which is a bonus, but the only approved cylinder that can be used is a Worthington. In the case of twin cylinder operation, apart from being bolted to a thick aluminium plate at the top, they are also drilled through the guard rings top and bottom and, using a spacer, so form a fixed unit.

The burner is actually pretty good and would probably be fine on anything up to a ’56. As there is a change-over you cannot use the whisper and blast valve together. The blast valve is a Bonanno-style Rego so no problems with leaking down the stem and it doubles up as the valve for the whisper or main burner depending on the position of the change-over valve which is a ball-type similar to the simple on-off pilot valve. There is no mirror fitted as standard to allow a view of the contents gauge but provided the original cylinder is used there is an audible warning (intermittent) when you get down to about 25% and another ‘time to crash’ one at that goes from 10% until 5%. After that its all rather academic. There is a ‘test switch for the alarm and if it stays silent you’ll need a screwdriver and 9 volt PP3 battery. With the twin cylinder version the warning is only fitted to the master cylinder. If you are double jointed you can just about operate a quick shut off valve from the seat but it isn’t really practical so if you fly with two cylinders they will both need to be live at lift-off. The igniter is built into the burner and is a simple Piezo type which works well enough and is still available as a
spare as are seals for the Bonanno valve. Now the downside. All the piping for the burner goes through the main vertical tube around which the swivel rotates and it is either a feat of pure genius or created at ten to six on a Friday. Leaks, although not a feature, are a devil of a job to sort as every bit of pipework loops around the next. They may as well be plaited. Once the trim and covers are off access to the Bonanno valve is fine but the whisper and change-over ones are well fiddly and sadly no spares are available for these. Colin Wolstenholme, formally of Cameron Balloons, did track down some spares but you are looking at a very expensive repair if they leak. Hoses are straightforward to change and if you use twin tanks then you’ll be needing a manifold. The twistgrip unit is a good quality motorcycle type and the cable easy enough to make up. Removal of the cable at the blast valve end is easy should you go down that route. If, during your pre-flight checks, there is any sticking of the cable, disconnect it. You can operate the blast valve with the cable attached so don’t panic if it sticks during flight. Access to the pilot light with a stick-type piezo striker is fine but it’s best to practice before flight. The shut off time for the pilot light and main burner is very quick and the pilot normally extinguishes very quickly.

The seat and harness are straightforward and give the pilot a good sense of security. The harness is a four point type. Two straps come down over your shoulders and two come from the sides under your legs and up between then. Make sure that the lower ones are inside of the seat support rods unlike the example shown! Landing, unless it’s flat calm must be made backwards. The arms and seat do dig in at the slightest opportunity so a sideways attempt will result in a good impression of a randomly rotating cement mixer. With the harness set up correctly and tight there is no danger of coming out. The seat is unforgiving and could do with a bit more padding but it’s fine. It would be improved immensely if it were suspended on loadtapes. If you choose to fly with the twistgrip connected then it very easy to knock it on during either clambering in or during the landing. If you are giving tethered rides then I personally would advise disconnecting the thing or make sure the passenger is told not to touch it whilst getting strapped in.

Inflating, we found, was best achieved with the thing on its back and the handly things sticking up. It’s best to use the
blast valve handle as it is just simply too awkward to use the twist grip in this configuration whilst trying to keep the plot at the correct angle as you can’t straddle it unless you fancy serious injury. It’s quick and easy to get into providing there is someone to assist with the straps. In calmer conditions there are no problems and upward vision once seated is pretty well unimpaired. The three attachment points meant that we ended up just using a single restraint line to the back one or more often a karabiner that you simply unclipped. Lines dangling down getting tangled in the cylinder were never a problem and the unit was well-balanced and rotated easily.

So what can one say truly about them? Historically they never made and sold that many and the idea of a dedicated envelope, especially one that was as staid and as heavy as the H-type, was less than a good selling point and probably the main reason. The perfect ‘cloudhopper’ design clearly didn’t suit many folk. As an answer to the Thunder & Colt it was brave and a lot more user friendly but price and the three point attachment didn’t cut it and by then the new T&C hopper was well on the way. We often flew the Unleaded balloon on a Cloudhopper bottom end but the H-series envelope was a dog to fly in all honesty and you ended up with an uneven spread of wires. The upside was that you could fit more stuff in the trusty Ford Sierra we had for it if you used the Cloudhopper bottom end and it was easier to inflate and tether it if it was windy. I seem to recall Trish Watkins volunteered to take it off us and use it for the British Gas Cloudhopper and loved it. If you go the other way the problem isn’t actually that bad as most hoppers are 12 or 24 gore so providing you get one double flying wire remade as two separate ones its fine. If you’ve got a 28 or 32 gore jobbie you’ll just have to make the best of it, however scoop alignment can be a problem. Spares may become a problem but then again the components appear reliable and if push came to shove and you had an Annex 2 rig then it wouldn’t be that difficult to work out a way to incorporate different valves. Then I remembered the convoluted plumbing and maybe it would. Did they nearly get it right? Yes, actually I think they did. Had they broken tradition and had a nicely rounded coil, made the thing fold up in a better way, dumped the twistgrip and designed it with four flying wire attachment points they would have had a winner on their hands. Having said that with the twistgrip attached it was
really a Gentleman’s one man balloon but only when it was nice. Push it to its limits and it won’t, didn’t, wasn’t, but in calmer conditions there is no denying it is user friendly. Would I buy one? No, but ask me in another ten years time.

Cameron Flight Manual Supplement HABFM Issue10-8.32 out Production Hoppers covers the Skyhopper but doesn’t show the harness arrangement. Download from the Cameron Website http://www.cameronballoons.co.uk/support#hot-air-balloon-flight-manual-supplements-en

Chris Dunkley

**Suddenly the Homebuilding scene in Europe is waking up**

Maybe it was the recession, maybe it was the winter. The debate could last forever but whatever the reason; suddenly there is activity within Europe in the Homebuilding scene. There is a big creative push within the UK particularly in the Annex two section of ballooning. This started with David Westlake getting excited again about his hopper project, with support from Ian Chadwick who has registered his future flyer. New activity followed from Tim Wilkinson and Dave Such and then in the Netherlands Jackie Hibberd teased everyone with her vast stock of new fabrics ready for building her own hopper.
All of this activity can only spur on those who have projects underway and simply entice others who have been thinking of having a go to give it a shot.
With this new enthusiasm and the knowledge gained from these pioneers, surely the movement will only grow as others see what is possible on a reasonable budget.

4. Favourite Photos – More submissions

This section lives or dies by your support. If you have a favourite shot, whack it on Facebook or send it to me directly for inclusion in a future newsletter.

Jerry Paulin sent in this photo of his hopper surrounded by a bunch of balloons around the London Bridge.
This lovely shot of a Duo chariot was sent in by Emmanuel Legros. I love the fact that the two discerning gentlemen are both wearing hats.

5. Gallery Pages –

This section is the Editor’s choice of new jpegs, visuals and older balloons of interest or alterations. If you know of a new or interesting hopper or Duo that hasn’t featured in this section, and then feel free to forward details of it with a suitable photograph to me using my normal email address.

First submission this month is from Ernie Hartt and features the pretty New cloudhopper belonging to Maria Chieruzzi on its maiden flight over the skies of Temecula in California.
Second submission is from Crystal Stout and features The Dream Catcher balloon project who have just received their Bonnano Duo which after some subtle modification will be used to give flights to disabled passengers.
6. Manufacturer News / Events / Updates

More from Chris Dunkley.

**Update to Cameron Supplement 14: Cloudhopper Millennium 10-8-14 Iss5**

Cameron Balloons have updated some of their Flight Manual supplements and of importance to the Bopper Hoppers there are changes to the Supplement covering the Millenium Hopper so herewith a brief summary. It goes without saying that there are now more pages. Some specifics include the requirement that all aluminium cylinders must be fitted with 25mm outer, water resistant, protective layer at least 25mm thick made from structural cellular foam or similar material, emergency climb instructions using main and whisper burners simultaneously and pilot light failure instructions have been added. ‘WARNING: do not use the igniter built into the burner, as it will not ignite the fuel’. Light the burner with a match or other igniter. There is also a basket (seat) and burner rigging clarification including a table of flying wire arrangements which is long overdue, nice one. An addition to the Pre-Take off checks is also there, ‘ensure frame locking pins correctly fitted and secure’. To download the novella here is the link or visit [www.cameronballoons.co.uk](http://www.cameronballoons.co.uk) and click on the <SUPPORT> button.

http://www.cameronballoons.co.uk/uploads/Approved%20Modifications/Support%20Files/Flight%20and%20Maintenance%20Manuals/English/i10-8-14-Iss5%20Master.pdf

**News in brief**

On the subject of how many hours has the most accumulated on a hopper, Steve Burden has trumped the previous best mark of 180 hours with another Lindstrand balloon. G-HOPA weighs in with a current total of 244 hours and 20 mins which as we speak is the known most. Unless you know differently…

The Cloudhoppers page on Facebook has now exceeded (comfortably) the 600 member number. This medium seems to be the preferred method of communication within our community and with this in mind I am no longer accepting requests to join the yahoo groups site. Ultimately when the website is updated,
(and with an offer of help from Barry Conway I hope progress will happen soon), all the files will be transferred to their new centralised storage area and the yahoo site (which has been our home since 2004), will be closed.

**And Finally.**

With the new flying season kicking off, now is a very good time to send me your stories, photos and anecdotes from the world of cloudhopping. So with baited breath I await your submissions.

**Steve Roake**

All articles for inclusion in future issues will be gratefully received by your editor. Please forward them to steve.roake@ntlworld.com and feedback good bad or indifferent is always welcome. Views aired by contributors may not be those of the Editor Safe and happy hopping!  Steve Roake.
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